CHAIN OF COMMAND

The New Camco Chain-Drive Pedal from Tama.

If you’ve never experienced the exceptional smoothness, lightning speed and total command of a Camco Chain-Drive pedal, don’t wait any longer. Play it at your authorized Tama dealer today.

Beats all the other “home-brew” chain systems hands down. With reinforced chain anchors, your selection of footboard angles, and oversized chain guard, it’s the latest and best.

TAMA
The Strongest Name in Drums
DIFFERENT STROKES FOR DIFFERENT FOLKS

FLEXI-FLYER 6730
- Flexible footboard-to-beater cam. connection.
- New design footboard.
- Easy spring adjustment.
- Improved cam strap.
- Lightweight parts for fast action.
- Precision die-cast parts.

HI-BEAT 6740
- Easy Spring Adjustment - The knurled thumbscrew provides easy adjustment and the positive lock keeps it where you set it.
- Adjustable Stroke Angle - The beater stroke angle is adjustable independently of the spring tension.
- Positive Beater Clamp - Holds the beater without slipping or marring and weakening the beater shaft. Adjustable length for different bass drum sizes.
- Heavy Duty Cam Strap - Specially processed and woven industrial nylon strap is many times stronger than leather. For smooth transfer of power from footboard to beater cam.

KING-BEAT 6755
- New Design Footboard - Heavy die-cast alloy and curved to fit the contour of your shoe.
- Heel Height Adjustment - To adjust the angle of the footboard independent of all other adjustments.
- One-Touch Rim Clamp - Less time to set up and break down.
- Sealed Spring Housing - The lubricant cannot get out and dirt cannot get in.
- Nylon Pushrod Bushing - The spring pushrod glides in a nylon bushing for smooth and quiet action for a long, long time.
- Independent Stroke Angle Adjustment - The stroke angle of the beater can be changed without changing the spring tension or the footboard angle.
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